
Quad Split Monitor MVM200/230

Raising the Bar for Desktop Application
Key Features:

◆ Each model of the MVM series features a Multiviewer that is capable of displaying up to 4 simultaneous 
images from a variety of standard signal inputs. 

◆ OSEE uses LCD panels in the MVM line that employ In Plane Switching (IPS) to provide the same viewing 
angles as a CRT monitor.

◆ 10-bit processing with our precise scaling engine.

◆ Each display screen is an independent fully featured monitor,with individual control of GAMMA, color 
temperature,brightness,and contrast parameters. 

◆ Markers for center, safe area and safe title can be applied to each screen.

◆ Audio monitor speakers follow screen selections.

MVM230
23-inch Table Top or Field Applications    

MVM200
20-inch Table Top, Field or Rack Mountable 

RAISING THE BAR ON QUAD SPLIT

 

 

◆ Markers for center, safe area and safe title can 
be applied to each screen.

◆ The MVM Series Inputs Include: 
◎ 1Ch HDMI/DVI-D  
◎ Auto sensing 4ch 3G/HD/SD-SDI/Composite inputs. 
◎ A variety of preset display modes are available and easily 

accessed from the integrated control panel.        
·Presets include: Full screen with dedicated selection 

control buttons for each input.

·Single image half screen with 3 small screens. 

·4 uniform size screens. 

◎ Each screen includes a full set of analytic functions:

·Waveform

·Vectorscope

·Analog stereo or embedded audio meter display, 
Imbedded time code.

·IMD for Image Video or STL protocols plus manually 
entered assignment.

The MVM Series is an elegant solution that 
can handle the requests arising in the TV 
station, where one single work unit is required 
for computer display, content examination and 
multiple feed signal monitoring.



Quad Split Monitor MVM200/230

Program Ingest, Playout and Streaming

1.Uploading work unit of video server system
Many video server systems can simultaneously ingest several signals that must be 
monitored for content quality.

Typical MVM Applications

Video Wall

2.Channel Playout and control work unit
Like ingest of signals, playout can originate as multiple signals in typical digital 
broadcast, server, satellite and cable head ends that can be controlled by a single 
computer application.

The MVM easily accommodates the need to view multiple channels of video with 
simultaneous display of a computer feed via the included HDMI connection that can 
accept DVI, VGA or HDMI signals. Like video images, the computer input is easily 
accessible from a dedicated control button. 

Several MVM units can be used to populate a video wall in rack mount applications 
providing a flexible display system in existing facilities with a low overall cost per screen. 
Each unit can be remotely accessed via the included RJ-45 Ethernet connection using 
an internal web server providing full control to each unit from any PC or tablet device with 
an integrated browser application.

Original system configuration

New system configuration

Equipment
PC monitor
LCD monitor
LCD monitor

Function 
Content uploading and checking software running 

Upload VTR pre-monitoring
Uploaded program checking 
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MVM Series   one unit

Original system configuration

New system configuration

 Equipment
PC monitor 
LCD monitor
Waveform monitor 

Fucntion
Playout software running

PGM、PST、CG monitoring
 Playout program monitoring
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MVM Series   one unit

The MVM Series incorporates a built-in server, so the control can be done through a PC 
via network.

Specifications

MVM230

MVM200

Main Body：455×267×44（mm）
                      17.91×10.51×1.73（inch）

Main Body：555×345×38（mm）
                      21.85×13.58×1.50（inch）
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Model MVM200 MVM230
Number of Screen 1 1

Display Area 19.5” diagonal 23” diagonal

Viewing Angle 178°H×178°V 178°H×178°V

Color Depth 16.7M 16.7M

1920H×1080V 1920H×1080V

Contrast 1000:1 1000:1

Brightness(cd/m2) 250 250

Temperature 0℃ (32°F) to 40℃ (104°F) 0℃ (32°F) to 40℃ (104°F)

Dimensions
(without stand)

17.91“W×10.51”H×1.73"D
  (455mm×267mm×44mm）

   21.85 “W× 13.58 “H× 1.50”D
 （555mm× 345mm× 38mm）

Signal Format

Analog Composite: PAL, NTSC, 1Vpp

SD-SDI: 480i, 576i

HD-SDI: 1080i50, 59.94, 60; 720p50, 59.94, 60; 1035i59.94, 60

3G-SDI: 1080p50, 59.94, 60

Input BNC×4, SDI/Analog Composite;  HDMI×1, HDMI/DVI; RCA×8, 
4Ch analog stereo audio; SDI embedded audio

Output BNC×4, HDMI×1, HDMI/DVI( 1080p50 or 1080p60); RCA×2,  
analog stereo audio (audio monitoring)

Accessories Power cord / Adapter


